Clean hard, work smart

Sentrex has many years’ experience of providing affordable, bespoke
factory and industrial cleaning solutions to firms within the industries
of food processing, automotive, plastics, pharmaceutical, metal,
warehousing and printing.
By outsourcing industrial cleaning services to Sentrex, companies will be
able to meet - and surpass - strict regulatory standards and audits, as
well as ensuring their businesses run more efficiently.
Corporate performance is increasingly dependent on the attitudes of
employees. How people think about themselves and their working
environment has a direct impact on their attitudes towards customers
and their willingness to work hard.

Cleaning improves efficiency
We use low-volume, controlled
applications of industrial-strength degreaser
to thoroughly clean factory environments,
not only to impress our clients, their
customers and suppliers but to make
workplaces more pleasant and healthier
environments for employees.
We only use the most up-to-date machinery
and materials to ensure the most efficient
results and our services include the
thorough cleaning of:
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factory roof decks
factory walls
machinery
overheads
unusual & specific industrial items

In addition we provide grounds cleaning, both
manual and mechanical, and window cleaning.
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Cleaning factory
roof decks

Our trained operatives safely and carefully wash factory grime build-up
from roof decks, joists, piping and overhead ductwork. Sentrex staff are
trained and equipped to handle industrial ceiling cleaning jobs at any
height and have experience in cleaning corrugated metal decks and
open joists, insulated building panels, insulated or suspended vinyl,
acoustic, dry wall, wood and concrete. All machinery and electrical
devices below the ceiling area to be cleaned are carefully protected.

Cleaning factory walls
Sentrex offers professional cleaning of industrial factory walls. Our
trained operatives safely and carefully remove years of grime from
interior factory walls to restore them to their original condition. Our
industrial cleaning professionals remove dust that could contaminate
products and provide a breeding ground for infestation, as well as
removing built-up dust that could pose an explosive or fire hazard.
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Cleaning machinery
We use high-efficiency, micro-filtration
vacuums and controlled spray systems
that allow for minimal interruption of
factory production. Sensitive areas are
carefully cleaned by hand and areas
with heavy build-up of grease and grime
are scraped prior to final cleaning.
Regular cleaning also helps assist plant
maintenance staff in identifying problems
more easily.

Vacuuming overheads
Sentrex offers professional cleaning
for industry’s hard-to-clean problems.
Complete factory overheads, including
ceilings, roof decks, walls, joists, piping,
lights, fans, ducts and beams, are
meticulously cleaned with portable highefficiency, micro-filtration vacuums, to
clients’ specifications. The result is a
brighter, healthier work environment.
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